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Thomas Joseph King Jr. and fellow scientist Robert Briggs pioneered a method of transplanting nuclei from blastula [6] cells into fresh egg [8] cells lacking nuclei. This method, dubbed nuclear transplantation [7], facilitated King's studies on cancer cell differentiation [26]. King's work was instrumental for the development of cloning [9] of fish [9], insects [10], and mammals.

King was born on 4 June 1921 in New York City, New York. When his mother died in childbirth, an aunt raised King in Ridgefield Park, New Jersey. He studied at Fordham University [11] in Bronx, New York, where he earned his BS in 1943. Following graduation, King served as a US Army instructor in the Army Medical Technicians School [12] at the Lawson General Hospital [13] in Atlanta, Georgia. While in the Army, he met registered nurse Marion Emerson, with whom he married in 1946.

After receiving an honorable discharge from the Army in 1946 as a First Lieutenant, King began his graduate studies at New York University [14] in New York City, New York. King earned his Master's degree working with a renal tumor in the frog [15] Rana pipiens [16]. During his studies, he worked as an Instructor at the Department of Physiology at Hunter College in New York City, New York, as well as a teaching fellow at NYU. He also trained in microsurgery with Robert Chambers [17] and Milan Kopac [18], providing him with the techniques he would later use to develop nuclear transplantation [19].

Based on his training in microsurgery, Robert Briggs recruited King to work with him in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania as a Research Fellow at the Institute for Cancer Research [19] in 1950. There, the two researchers developed the method of nuclear transplantation [7]. Briggs and King first inseminated an egg [8] with irradiated sperm [20], then pricked the egg [8] with a clean glass needle to remove the nucleus [21] and demonstrate that the egg [8] could not continue developing. They then infused the activated cell with a donor nucleus [21]. In a set of experiments performed in 1952, Briggs and King demonstrated that the transferred nuclei had produced viable [22] tadpoles. Their method became the foundation for later cloning [9] procedures.

King earned his PhD in Zoology studying with embryologist Ross Nigrelli [23] from New York University [14] in 1953 for his dissertation "The Transplantability of Nuclei of Arrested Hybrid Blastulae (R-Pipiens Male X R-Catesbeiana Female)." His nuclear transplantation [7] work continued through the next decade, as he began experimenting with donor nuclei from progressively later stages in development. Briggs and King attempted to discern whether differentiation [24] caused irreversible loss of genes [25] as cells specialize during development. Their experiments revealed that as cells specialize, their nuclei appear to lose the ability to fully direct and regulate developmental processes. However, in 1958 John Gurdon's results with the Xenopus laevis [26] frog [15] directly challenged the idea of nuclei losing the potential to regulate development. Gurdon was able to induce differentiation [24] with the nuclear transplantation [7] method at much later stages in development than did Briggs and King in their experiments.

King chaired the Department of Embryology at the Institute for Cancer Research [19] in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania from 1956 until 1967. There, he researched cancer cells in frogs. At that time, many scientists assumed that cancer cells were genetically programmed to give rise only to more cancer cells. King challenged this assumption. He used nuclear transplantation [7] to move cancer cell nuclei into enucleated eggs, and instead of producing tumor cells, the transplanted nuclei developed into abnormal embryos. King thus demonstrated the potential of the cancer cell nucleus [21] to direct development rather than simply produce more cancer cells.


Modern work in cloning [8] would not be possible without the techniques Briggs and King developed and employed. Today's somatic cell nuclear transfer [33] (SCNT) experiments have used techniques similar to those that Briggs and King developed. His cancer research with frogs, despite belief at the time that cancer only begets cancer, altered the perspective on cancer cell differentiation [24]. As a direct result of his research, many scientists have developed new therapeutic treatments by controlling cancer cells through induced differentiation [24].
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Thomas Joseph King Jr. was a developmental biologist who, with fellow scientist Robert Briggs, pioneered a method of transplanting nuclei from blastula cells into fresh egg cells lacking nuclei. This method, dubbed nuclear transplantation, facilitated King's studies on cancer cell development. King's work was instrumental for the development of cloning of fish, insects, and mammals.
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